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Abstract 

Nowadays orientation sensor via Bluetooth low energy enabled smartphone user has been 

increased at the same time Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology plays a 

key part in the new generation of smartphone. Thanks to these technologies since it reduces 

the power consumption. However, MEMS cannot detect accurate autonomous positions of 

indoor smartphone users with external updates such as normal users use GPS signals or 

sensors that are fixed on the user‟s foot. Therefore, typical technology is not suitable for real 

time secure communications in the field of military battlefield, emergency disaster and urgent 

business meetings. Therefore, a proposed algorithm is developed forIndoor user motion 

direction detection system using smartphone orientation sensor with BLE in internet of 

things. The system is evaluated using decision tree and random forest classifier and can able 

to detect the positions and direction of typical smartphone users. The accuracy of positions 

detections process is foundto be 96.30 for Decision Tree algorithm and 91.69 for Random 

Forest in all eight different positions detector modes. 
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1. Introductions 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network form of communication from people to things, things to 

things and things to people. Each of the smart things or smart objects communicates with the 

other people and deals with a specific task [1]. In future, a network with IoT is the one 

whereeach node gets information on its own and peoplecan only control the information. IoT 

can be used in the fields of military battlefield, emergency disaster and urgent business 

meetings. In the network system, for communicating with the things using IoT, Frequency 

Hop Spread Spectrum (FHSS) and sensors technology areused [2, 12]. 

The typical location based geo-casting forwarding routing protocols in ad hoc networks are 

not exactly identifying the user motions and also military battle field dives. Location-based 

services canincrease the offer of services based on user‟s positions. For ex, smartphone users 

can routinely receive information about places of awareness, such as restaurants  or  shops  

according to their actual positions  or  they  can  be  constantly  updated  about  the position  

of  their  friends‟  network.Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) algorithm transmits the user‟s 

positions by approximating the value so that inaccuracy detection of users positions [3]. 

Nowadays user‟s carries the smartphone for screen navigation instruction. Here different 

carrying modeslimitations for genuine applications are 

considered.Additionalcapablemethodfor  direction finding  purposes  uses handheld  mobile 

devices  which is  based  on  the  incorporation  of  inertial  sensor  signals  with  an  
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embedded camera in all smartphones. Thismethod is based on exactexpectationsconcerning 

the light situations and the camera orientationdetermined by the device direction. The above 

mentioned user motion position identificationbased infrastructure system is not suitable for 

secure communication during emergency purpose. 

2. Related works 

The typical body fixed sensors will display the information nearby the user gesture which can 

be demoralized to PDR system forimproving the user‟sposition estimators [3].For example 

detection of users motion and gestures by using inertial sensors are done during emergency 

services and monitoring system [9]. 

For  example,  the  use  of  multi-hopsensors  is  a  jointmethod  for emergency applications 

and determinationssince additional sources of information increase the  accuracy of the 

classification. In the latest years, user‟s activity recognition by developing the competencies 

of modern handheld smartphones ordevices is becoming an active field of research 

[8].However, the identification of human activities recognition by using mobile phones 

introduces many peculiar issues [4].  One  of  the  main  requirements  is  the  classification  

should  be  robust,  regardless  of  the  device  carrying  mode  and  its  orientation. 

Some research work focuses on the identification of user‟s activities using devices to locate 

users in the outdoor by using mixture of GPS and other technology or exterior source 

information.However geographic  information  system and  inertial  sensors  data  [5] rely  on  

GPS  dimensions which  are  intendedfor  outdoor  applications  and  accordingly  are  not 

appropriate  for  direction-finding  purposes  in  satellite  signal  deprived of  environments 

[6]. 

In the present system dual purpose communications technology is enabled in single process 

mode to reduce the time complexity and to increase the accuracy detection positions for 

safety services. 

3. Indoor smartphone user motion direction detection system 

In the present work smartphones which have become the basic necessity of every user can be 

used to identify their position when user is moving in indoor premises. In this work, this is 

performed using a few of the latest features like orientation sensors and BLE using IoT 

without the need to attach or mount any sensors either on the user‟s body or on the walls or 

entering or ceilings. Unlike existing works, our work is free of GPS, inertial-PDR, PIR 

sensors, MEMS [3, 1, 7]. 

 

3.1. Collecting basic position information using a smartphone 

 

The position of a smartphone is used to identify the direction pointed by it. Detecting the 

acceleration of motion in east/west or north/south directions and its rotation about the three 

perpendicular axes, pitch, yaw and roll which is the initial stage for identifying the position of 

the users[10, 11]. This is done by the orientation sensor which is in-built in all 
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smartphones.The smartphone will be in different positions when being used for different 

purposes. A few of the purposes for which a smartphone is used are:composing a text 

message, watching avideo, using any smart application and attending a call. 

The position of the smartphone also varies based on how it is being carried by the human 

who is using it. It could be carried in a pocket or in a handbag during which smartphone 

moves within the space. It could also be carried by the user‟s hand which results in its 

position variation according to the motion of user‟s hand. Variation in position also occurs 

when the users is walking, jogging or running. All these variations are taken into account to 

identify the direction using an orientation sensor. 

 

3.2. Communication between smartphone and mobile device 

 

The basic information on the position of a human is collected using the orientation sensor 

present within a smartphone, is then sent via BLE in IoT to a mobile device. Figure 1 

represents the process of communicating this basic information collected by a smartphone to 

a direction detection system. 

 
Figure 1: Communication between smartphone and mobile device 

 

3.3. Initial processing of basic position information 

 

The mobile device starts to process the received smartphone positions by representing the 

position in a 3D model. The standard deviation ( ) is calculated for each dimension „D‟ of 

„n‟ positions using eq. 2 which requires the Root Mean Square (RMS) which is calculated 

using eq. 1. The standard deviation thus calculated is used for further processing involved in 

precisely locating the human‟s position. 

      (1) 

     (2) 

3.4. Smartphone users motion classification algorithms 

 

A classification system is used to identify the accurate location of a smartphone user. In this 

work, it has been proposed two different algorithms for classification bymodifying the 

existing algorithms, decision tree and random forest [11].  

Decision tree algorithm: 

The decision tree is modified in order to accommodate the 3D position of users.  

Input: A sample T = (x, y, z), no. of random features k, a leaf size limit l_size 
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Output: Tree, a trained Decision Tree (DT) 

Initialize tree, f_numas a total no. of features, t_numas 

a predefined no. of thresholds  

Train_DT(T, k) 

ifsizeof(T) <= l_size then 

label ← indexof( max in histogram(T) ) 

else 

fraction ←random(k from f_num)  

thresholds ←random(t_num)  

(f, t) ←max of split function in fraction and thresholds  

(left_T, right_T) ←split(T, f , t) 

addleft_child ← train_DT(left_T, k)  

addright_child ← train_DT(right_T, k) 

end if  

end 

Random forest algorithm: 

Input: Dataset (D) T = (x, y,z), no. of trees n, no.of randomattributes k 

Output: RF, a set of grown trees Initialize RF  

fori = 1 to n do 

T ←boot_strap(T) 

Tree ←train_D(T , k)  

add treeto RF 

end for 

 

3.5 Dataset collections 

 

Figure 2 represents classification process for motion recognition datasets of users motion 

position direction are detected in real time when user hold smartphone using orientation 

sensor with BLE via labviewwhich capture the unknown motions of users mobility in indoor 

environment. After that output data will be stored in .xls file format.  

 

 
Figure 2: Classification process for motion recognition 
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3.6User motion position monitoring system using Labview 

 

Users motion position monitoring system usesLabview toolkit version 2014 as represented in 

figure 3, in that user inbuilt smartphoneandroid operating system initially discover BLE 

device with bluetooth name and address communication is done via RFCOMM service 

discovery.vi and then initialize the while loop inside the data.vi which is connected through 

orientation.vi that producesoutput like (ort_X, ort_Y, ort, ort_Z(DBL)) 3d model. 

Orientation.vi generates motion data‟s through index array connected by x, y and z axis using 

fuzzy logic controller.vi to fuzzy load fuzzy system.vi output stored via file path mentioned 

by fuzzy system using E:\path.txt. With assist of logic controller.vi MISO (multiple input and 

single output) via DAQ assistant data. 

 
Figure 3: User motion position data capturing using labview 

4. Result and analysis 

The user motions position iscaptured by orientation sensor then transmit data via Bluetooth 

Low Energy technology using Internet of things. Labview(v2014) toolkitis used for 

monitoring the data and to analyse the accuracy of the user‟s positionRapidMiner studio is 

used. In this experiment only eight directions of user motionsare considered such as east, 

west, north, south, northeast, southeast, southwest and northwest. But in this paper shows 

four major directions graph have represented in 4.1 to 4.4 others has been represented in 

accuracy table 1 and 2.   

In this experiment, we have used two types of feature sets: a raw data set and a reduced 

feature set which is composed of amplitude and time for path duration that can be extracted 

from each orientation sensors. Classification analysis with well-known machine learning 

algorithms, that isRandom forest algorithm in decision tree are performed. Based on the 

algorithm more accuracy could be achieved in classifying the direction of movement then 

compared to typical algorithm. In addition increased accuracy, speed, safety, stability and 

power consumptions are observed. 
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4. 1  East directions 

 

Figure 4 represents user walking and typing text message.In this situations depending upon 

the speed of the user movement speed and from signals variation, magnitude or strength of a 

varying waveform are obtained that refers to ratio frequency (RF) waves of energy.However, 

the users perform motions in unknown positions. X axis represents total times (5min) range 

from 18:16:33 to18:21:01 and y axis represents amplitude range from -100 to 200. The user 

signals are represented by red colorin x-axis, green color in y-axis and black color in z axis 

 

Figure 4: Time vs Amplitude in east directions 

4. 2   West directions  

Figure 5represent the users playing video or viewing medical descriptions.In this situations 

depending upon the speed of the user movement speed and from signals variation, magnitude 

or strength of a varying waveform are obtained that refers to ratio frequency (RF) waves of 

energy. However, the users perform motions in unknown positions change speed for the 

signals dependent for the xyz axis but x axis suddenly moving high speed motion the peak is 

suddenly increase. The x axis represented by times (5min) range from 18:47:01 to19:16:01 

and y axis represented by amplitude range from -100 to 200. The user signals are represented 

by red color in x-axis, green color in y-axis and black color in z axis.  

 

Figure 5: Time vs Amplitude in west directions 
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4. 3 North directions 

 

Figure 6 as represented phone call from emergency purpose or speaking someone else.In this 

situations depending upon the speed of the user movement speed and from signals variation, 

magnitude or strength of a varying waveform are obtained that refers to ratio frequency (RF) 

waves of energy. However, the users perform motions in unknown positions change speed for 

the signals. The x axis represented by times (5min) range from 18:32:59 to18:38:01 and y 

axis represented by amplitude range from -100 to 250. The user signals are represented by red 

color in x-axis, green color in y-axis and black color in z axis. 

 

 

Figure 6: Time vs Amplitude in north directions 

4. 4  South directions  

 

Figure 7 represented by smartphones in packet or handbag. In this situations depending upon 

the speed of the user movement speed and from signals variation, magnitude or strength of a 

varying waveform are obtained that refers to ratio frequency (RF) waves of energy. However, 

the users perform motions in unknown positions the signals for the xyz axis but x axis 

suddenly moving high speed motion the peak is suddenly increases. The graph shows x axis 

represented by total times (5min) range from 18:41:21 to19:05:01 and y axis represented by 

amplitude range from -100 to 280. The user signals are represented by red color in x-axis, 

green color in y-axis and black color in z axis. 
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Figure 7: Time vs Amplitude in south directions 

4.5  Arithmeatic mean and Standard deviation 

Figure 8 represents overall 3d positions of smartphone users which is calculated by using 

arithmeatic mean. Figure 9representssdanderd deviation of smatphone users 3d 

potions.Consolidating all the eight different directions of user motions activities that are done 

in different time periods as well as identified users motion positions are represented 

graphically.   

 

 
 

Figure 8: smartphone users position identified using Arith Mean 
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Figure 9: smartphone users position identified using std dev. 

5. Performance evaluations 

The performance measuresused to detect the indoor directions of smartphone user‟s: 

Precision: The element of forecast directions those are relevant.  

Precision=(True positive direction predictions)/(All positive direction predicted) 

Recall: The element of relevant directions that are forecast. 

Recall=(True positive direction)/(No. of positive direction predicted) 

Accuracy: Which the direction prediction is correct as represented in table 1 and 2. 

Accuracy=(No. of correct predictions)/(Total no. of predictions) 

Error Rate: Which the direction prediction is wrong. 

Error rate=(No. of wrong direction predictions)/(Total no. of directions predictions) 

 

Table1: Decision tree algorithmaccuracy 
 

 

Table 2: Random forest algorithm accuracy 

 

6. Conclusions 

The main objective of this paper is indoor motion direction detection system using user held 

smartphone based orientation sensors and BLE in internet of things. In the user motions 

investigation the accuracy level can be increased by using decision tree algorithmfor 96.30% 

and random forest for 91.69%. Typical indoor position based user motion detection system is 

done using GPS, GSM, inertial PDR and PIR sensors are inaccuracy positions detection. The 

experiments were made using handheld smartphone and mobile devices with labview 

platform. We treated also the obstacles avoidance in the user‟s environment as to increase the 

motion position detection accuracy and the performance level.  
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